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ABSTRACT 
We show that given a polynomial, one can (without knowing the mats) construct a 
symmetric matrix whose charaeteristie poIynomial is the given potynomial appropri- 
ately normed. For a real polynomial, the matrix can have purety imaginary off-diago- 
nal entries. For a p?ynomisl with only real distinct roots, the matrix cwn he c~hosen 
real. 
own theorems from linear aEg&ra states that the 
metric matrix has al1 roots real. For 
about a formulation of a converse 
etisn of a real symmetric matrix for 
th real roots only would be the 
In this note, a simple solution to this ~ro~~ern using int~~~~ation is 
given. It came out essentially as a consequence of the following more general 
theorem proved in [2) (slightly reworded): 
THEQREM 1. Let &,...,b, be distinct 
(x - bk). me t uw a w(x) are 
numbers, n >, It; let U(X) = 
PO! iali of degree at mst n 
A 
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such thatdbk)#o fbrk=l,..., n. Dejne n-by-n matrices A, C, D by 
C=(cik), i,k=l,..., n, 
where 
w(bi) 4bd 
u(bi) _ u(b&) 
6 ik 
z 
bi - bk 
if i+k, 
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equal to t, if, for the manic polynomial U(X), W(X) is chosen as 
tv(x)=x[u(x)-v(x)]. 
This suggests the following theorem, a simple, direct proof of which wiEi 
be supplied. 
THEOREM 2. Let u(x) be a nzo&c polynomial of degree n 2 I; let 
b ,,‘..,&I, bedis~nctnu~berss~chtlzotU(b~)#Ofo).k=1,..., n. Setv(x)= 
l-I;= Jx - b, 1, and de$ne the n-by-n matrix A = (a ik 1 by 
%a = bk -cd;, i&=1 ,..., n, 
b,) and a matrix of rank 
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roots of u is 
a=1 or -1, 
exactly one number bJ. Then, for an appropriate choice of 
Therefore, dk 1 
REMARK. 
au(bk)v’(bk) >O, k =I ,..., n. 
is real and A is real. q 
If u is real and all bk’s are real, then each dk is either real or 
purely imaginary. The matrix A can thus be brought by a simultaneous 
permutation of rows and columns into the block form 
A= 
where all the matrices Aik are real (and A ,2 has rank one). This matrix is, of 
course, similar to the real matrix 
One can obtain an even simpler solution to the mentioned problem bb 
letting one of the numbers b,, say Ir,,, tend to infinity. The result is: 
(4) 
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where 
n-l 
d=-p- Cbk, 
k=l 
(6) 
has characteristic polynomial ( - l)“u(x). 
lf A is an eigenvalue of A, then (q 
tar, where 
1,. . . , qJ‘ is a corresponding eigenvec- 
qk = A - bk ’ k =l,...,n-1, 
qn=l. 
In the case that u(x) has only reai dmpb? roots and the bk’s interhzce 
these roots, the matrix A is real. 
Proof. By Schuis fmnula, 
det(A-hl)=det(B-A+#-A-c’(B-AI)-‘c] 
unless u(A) = 0. Denoting the polynmnial on the M-hand side by ( - l)“R( A), 
it follc~ws that (now identicalfy) 
k-t 
~ynomfd R( A b has thus the fimr~ 
which is, by (61, 
A”+pA”-‘+ . . . 
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and satisfies 
Nbd = -civ'(bk), k=l,..., n-l. 
Since this is u( b,) by (41, R(x) = dx 1. The rest is easy. w 
REMARK. As in the previous remark, if U(X) is real, we can find a real 
(not necessarily symmetric) matrix with the characteristic polynomial 
(- l)“u(x) for any choice of real distinct numbers b,, . . . , b,_ 1. 
3. COMMENTS 
Theorems 2 and 3 can serve (a) for using matrix software to compute the 
roots of an algebraic equation, (b) for obtaining estimates of these roots. A 
general reference in this respect is the book [3]. It seems that the matrices in 
(I.1 or (5) are in many cases preferable to the usual companion matrix. This is 
atso supported by the form of the eigenvectors. One can hope to obtain, by 
some sophisticated special choice of the numbers bk, stable or even universal 
algorithms for solving algebraic equations (using e.g. the algorithm from [a]). 
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